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Company: Axalta

Location: Çayırova

Category: other-general

Description

Axalta has remained at the forefront of the coatings industry by continually investing in

innovative solutions. We engineer technologies that protect customers’ products – whether

they are battling heat, light, corrosion, abrasion, moisture, or chemicals – and add dimension

and beauty with colorful finishes. We have a vast and ever-evolving portfolio of brands

primed to play an important part in everything from modernizing infrastructure around the

world to enabling the next generation of electric and autonomous vehicles.

We are currently looking for an Accountant to join us at our facility in Caylrova-Kocaeli, Tukery.

This Accountant role takes active part in month end closing activities as a key contact of

Country Controller and Plant Controller for accrual method of accounting purposes.

Key responsibilities:

Responsible for liaison with global Accounts Payable Team. Regular follow up coordinating

timely process of AP invoices.

Responsible for Vendor & Customer account reconciliations (quarterly).

Support on working capital management and responsible for daily treasury activities in close

contact with Country Controller.

Responsible for part of balance sheet reconciliations in accordance with SOX guidelines.

Responsible for Credit and leads Regular Credit Risk Assessment / Credit limit review of
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the customer portfolio.

E-ledger submissions.

In charge of employee expense management (Concur scanning and SOX compliance control

and scanning).

Key requirements:

MBA or Master’s degree is a plus.

Min 6 years’ experience in relevant areas. Audit experience is an asset.

Fluency in English is a must.

SAP knowledge is an asset.

Strong accounting and reporting knowledge with analytical skills.

Skills: Team player, advanced communication and presentation skills. Highly motivated,

and eager to learn.

Axalta operates its business in two segments: Performance Coatings and Mobility Coatings,

which serve four end markets, including Refinish, Industrial, Light Vehicle and Commercial

Vehicle, across North America, EMEA, Latin America and Asia-Pacific. Our diverse global

footprint allows us to deliver solutions in over 140+ countries and coat 30 million vehicles per

year. We’ve recently set an exciting 2040 carbon neutrality goal, in addition to 10 other

sustainability initiatives, and we take pride in working with our customers to optimize their

businesses and achieve their goals. 

Our Company:

Axalta has remained at the forefront of the coatings industry by continually investing in

innovative solutions. We engineer technologies that protect customers’ products –

whether they are battling heat, light, corrosion, abrasion, moisture, or chemicals –

and add dimension and beauty with colorful finishes. We have a vast and ever-

evolving portfolio of brands primed to play an important part in everything from

modernizing infrastructure around the world to enabling the next generation of

electric and autonomous vehicles.

Axalta operates its business in two segments: Performance Coatings and Mobility



Coatings, which serve four end markets, including Refinish, Industrial, Light Vehicle

and Commercial Vehicle, across North America, EMEA, Latin America and Asia-Pacific.

Our diverse global footprint allows us to deliver solutions in over 140+ countries and coat

30 million vehicles per year. We’ve recently set an exciting 2040 carbon neutrality

goal, in addition to 10 other sustainability initiatives, and we take pride in working with

our customers to optimize their businesses and achieve their goals.
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